
Ink & Thread, Derby become first official stockist of Florrie+Bill ’Flock-tails’ 

To see the full range of Florrie+Bill x Flock Fabric chairs 

visit www.florrieandbill.com 

Ink & Thread, 28 The Strand, Derby, DE1 1BE 

Opening hours: Monday to Saturday 10.00am to 5.30pm 

www.inkandthread.co.uk 

Florrie+Bill are delighted to announce their exclusive ‘Flock-tail’ chairs are to be stocked at Ink & Thread, Derby from August 

2014.  Ink & Thread will be the first official stockist of these unique chairs - a collaboration between Florrie+Bill and Flock    

Fabrics. 

Consisting of five designs the ‘Flock-tails’ are a collection of  restored vintage 1950′s 

Danish cocktail chairs that feature beautiful  textiles from recent graduate surface 

designers:  Cerys Ackland, Lucy Rainbow and Rachel Parker.  The sale of the chairs 

supports  new designers with the graduates maintaining their name on their designs – 

receiving a royalty for every metre of fabric sold/used within the chairs. An ethos that 

echoes Ink & Thread’s own aims to celebrate British design, support independent  

producers and selling something different. 

The initial ‘Flock-tail’ collection has been carefully curated, with a focus on geometry 

and colour.  All of the designs are digitally printed in the UK on either 100% linen or 

sumptuous velvets. 

Each vintage chair has been fully stripped back to the hardwood frame and coil sprung 

seat and has been completely restored.   Professionally reupholstered in Long Eaton – 

using a mix of traditional and modern techniques – they include horsehair stuffed 

seats with new webbing and foams to add structure to the curved backs and                                                                                       

to provide superior comfort and support. 

 

Ink & Thread will showcasing the ‘Northmore Major by Rachel Parker’ and                                                                                  

‘Aldgate East Minor—Ink’ in the shop from  2nd August 2104.  

 

All chairs are £595.   

Each chair is made to order, due to their original vintage nature chairs may vary slightly 

in size.  Approx. dimensions: H: 74cm x W: 61cm x D: 69cm Seat Height: 46cm 

 

 

 

 

 

'Aldgate East Minor - Ink'  by Lucy 

Rainbow-100% Linen 

'Northmore Major' by Rachel 

Parker—100% Linen.  

http://www.florrieandbill.com/
http://www.inkandthread.co.uk/

